Abstract. In this note, we consider a corollary of the ACC conjecture for F -pure thresholds. Specifically, we show that the F -pure threshold (and more generally, the test ideals) associated to a polynomial with an isolated singularity are locally constant in the m-adic topology of the corresponding local ring. As a by-product of our methods, we also describe a simple algorithm for computing all of the Fjumping numbers and test ideals associated to an arbitrary polynomial over an F -finite field.
Introduction
Given a regular ring R of prime characteristic, the F -pure threshold of an element f of R, denoted fptpf q, is a numerical invariant defined via the Frobenius endomorphism, and may be thought of as a measure of how "far" the hypersurface Vpf q Ď SpecpRq is from being F -pure [TW04] . In this article, we will often focus on the concrete case that R is a (localization of) a polynomial ring over F p . In this restricted setting, the F -pure threshold may also be considered as the prime characteristic analog of the so-called log canonical threshold, an important invariant measuring the singularities of hypersurfaces over fields of characteristic zero (see, e.g., the survey [BFS13] ). Motivated by these connections, it is expected that F -pure and log canonical thresholds satisfy similar properties.
One particularly important property of log canonical thresholds is that they satisfy the ascending chain condition (ACC). In the simplest context, this condition states that given any sequence of polynomials in Crx 1 ,¨¨¨, x n s, the associated sequence of log canonical thresholds contains no strictly increasing subsequence. The assertion that log canonical thresholds satisfy ACC was first conjectured by Shokurov [Sho92] , and was shown to hold in many cases (see, e.g., [dFEM10, dFEM11] ) before being completely solved in [HMX14] . We now recall the characteristic p analogue of this conjecture [BMS09, Conjecture 4.4]. Conjecture 1.1 (ACC for F -pure thresholds). Given any regular ring R of prime characteristic, and any sequence of elements of R, the associated sequence of F -pure thresholds is not strictly increasing. Conjecture 1.1 is essentially open (even when R is a polynomial ring), and is expected to be difficult to solve; for a positive result corresponding to a very specialized case, see [HNBWZ16, Proposition 7.3] . In what follows, we note one particular consequence of Conjecture 1.1: Fix an element f of a regular local ring pR, mq of prime characteristic. Given arbitrary elements h k P m k , it is easy to see (e.g., see 1 [BMS09, Corollary 3.4]) that fptpf`h k q Ñ fptpf q as k Ñ 8. Assuming Conjecture 1.1, the terms in this sequence must be eventually greater than or equal to fptpf q 1 (since otherwise, there would be infinitely many terms strictly less than fptpf q, and hence, there would exist a strictly increasing subsequence converging to fptpf q). In summary, Conjecture 1.1 predicts the following. Conjecture 1.2. If pR, mq is a regular local ring of prime characteristic, and f is any element of m, then there exists an integer N ą 0 such that fptpf q ď fptpf`hq for every h P m N . Conjecture 1.2 is known to be true for the image of a homogeneous polynomial f inside of the local ring at the origin (in this case, the integer N " degpf q`1 suffices) [HNBWZ16, Proposition 7.4]. However, in the absence of such homogeneity, verifying Conjecture 1.2 appears to be a much more subtle issue.
On a related note, we briefly switch gears, recalling the notion of test ideals. Given a regular ring R of prime characteristic and an element f P R, one may use the Frobenius endomorphism to construct a family of ideals τ pf λ q of R, parameterized by a non-negative real parameter λ, called the (generalized) test ideals of f . For more on test ideals, the reader may refer to [HY03, BMS08] , as well as to the many references (e.g., [HH90] ) cited therein. The relevance of test ideals to the present discussion stems from the fact that fptpf q may be described in terms of the behavior of τ pf λ q as the parameter λ varies; specifically, the F -pure threshold is the smallest positive parameter λ for which τ pf λ q is not the trivial ideal (see, e.g., Remark 2.15). More generally, as λ varies, the values of the test ideals τ pf λ q allow us to define a sequence of numerical invariants called F -jumping numbers, and the F -pure threshold is the smallest positive member of this family.
In the main results of this paper, Theorems 4.3 and 4.5, we show that stronger versions of Conjecture 1.2 (i.e., analogous statements involving F -pure thresholds, test ideals, and higher jumping numbers) hold whenever f is a polynomial with an isolated singularity. Recall that a field
Theorem (cf. Theorems 4.3 and 4.5). Let R be a polynomial ring over an F -finite field of prime characteristic p ą 0, and let m denote the maximal ideal of R generated by the variables. If f P m is such that Jacpf q, the ideal of R generated by f and all of its partial derivatives, is primary to m, then there exist integers N ă M with the following properties:
(1) After localizing at the origin, fptpf q " fptpf`hq for every h P m N . (2) After localizing at the origin, τ pf λ q " τ ppf`hq λ q for every h P m M and every 0 ď λ ă 1. In particular, after localizing at the origin, f and f`h have the same F -jumping numbers. Remark 1.3. We note that values for N and M in the preceding Theorem are explicitly given in terms of the characteristic and the length of R{ Jacpf q (which is finite, by hypothesis).
As a by-product of the methods used to prove our main results, we produce explicit algorithms for computing the F -pure threshold of an arbitrary polynomial f (and more generally, all the higher F -jumping numbers associated to f ), as well as the test ideals τ pf λ q, as λ varies over all non-negative real numbers (cf. Algorithms 3.6 and 3.7). Though it is possible that (some aspects of) these algorithms may already be known to experts, they remain interesting, mostly due to their simplicity. Indeed, these algorithms are constructed by appealing only to first principles (e.g., see Proposition 3.5), and, in particular, avoid the use of heavy machinery. We would like to highlight the fact that other algorithms have also been designed to compute test ideals and related objects (see, e.g., [Kat08, KS12, BK14] ). Notation 1.4. Throughout this article, p will denote a prime integer, and rρs will denote the least integer greater than or equal to a real number ρ. Additionally, if R is a polynomial ring over a field, and f P R is an arbitrary polynomial, then Jacpf q will denote the Jacobian ideal of f , i.e., the ideal of R generated by f and all of its partial derivatives.
Preliminaries

Representations of rational numbers.
Definition 2.1. Given λ P R`and e P N, we call xλy e :" The preceding interpretation is often useful; e.g., from this perspective, the following is clear: Given λ P R`, the truncations xλy e form a nondecreasing sequence strictly less than, and converging to, λ. Moreover, if γ P Rà nd xλy e " xγy e , then xλy s " xγy s for every 0 ď s ď e. Definition 2.3. Given λ P Q`, set E p pλq :" tpu, vq P NˆN`: p u pp v´1 q¨λ P Nu.
Remark 2.4. Note that E p pλq is non-empty: Writing λ " p ν¨m n , where ν P Z and m, n P N, and p, m, and n are pairwise relatively prime, we see that pmin t´ν, 0u , min ts ě 1 :
Definition 2.5. We use ǫ p pλq to denote the canonical element of E p pλq described in Remark 2.4.
Remark 2.6. The fact that p
for every b ě 1 implies that puà , vbq P E p pλq for all pu, vq P E p pλq and pa, bq P NˆN`. Moreover, a straightforward computation shows that ǫ p pλq generates E p pλq, in the sense that if ǫ p pλq " pu, vq, then E p pλq " tpu`a, vbq : pa, bq P NˆN`u.
Proof. The assertion is clear when pu, vq " p0, 1q. Next, assume that pu, vq ‰ p0, 1q, and by means of contradiction, suppose there exists
b´a´1 qλ P N, and since a ă b, it follows that pa, b´aq P E p pλq. However, as a`pb´aq " b ď u`v´1, it follows that either a ď u or b´a ď v, which is impossible by Remark 2.6. Lemma 2.8. If pu, vq P E p pλq and pa, bq P E p pγq, then λ " γ if and only if xλy u`a`vb " xγy u`a`vb .
Proof. The forward implication is clear, so we focus on the reverse one. Setting ps, eq " pu`a, vbq, it follows from Remark 2.6 that ps, eq P E p pλq X E p pγq. By Remark 2.2, our hypothesis that xλy s`e " xγy s`e implies that xλy s " xγy s and hence, that rp s λs " rp s γs. In what follows, N will denote this common value. As p s`e λ " p s pp e´1 qλ`p s λ, we see that rp s`e λs " p s pp e´1 qλ`N; by symmetry, we also have that rp s`e γs " p s pp e´1 qγ`N. Finally, the assumption that xλy s`e " xγy s`e implies that rp s`e λs " rp s`e γs, and it follows that λ " γ.
Corollary 2.9. Fix λ P Q`and pu, vq P E p pλq. If w P N`, and γ P Q`is contained in`x λy u`vw , λ˘Y`λ, xλy u`vw`p´u´v w ‰ , then a`b ą w for every pa, bq P E p pγq.
Proof. As the reader may readily verify, the assumption that γ is contained in either of these intervals implies that xγy u`vw " xλy u`vw . By means of contradiction, suppose that a`b ď w for some pa, bq P E p pγq. As v P N`, by definition of E p pλq, it follows that u`vw ě u`vpa`bq ě u`a`vb, and Remark 2.2 then implies that xγy u`a`vb " xλy u`a`vb . Finally, Lemma 2.8 allows us to conclude that γ " λ, which is a contradiction.
Generalized test ideals.
Test ideals were introduced and studied by Hochster and Huneke (see, e.g., [HH90, HH94] ), and were later generalized to the context of pairs by Hara and Yoshida [HY03] . Below, we recall the basic properties of these so-called generalized test ideals. In this article, we will always work in a regular ambient ring, and will hence follow the concrete description of these ideals given by Blickle, Mustaţă, and Smith [BMS08] .
Throughout this subsection, R will denote a regular ring of characteristic p ą 0, and f will denote an arbitrary element of R. Given e P N`, we will use pf q r1{p e s to denote the smallest ideal b of R (with respect to inclusion) with the property that f P b Remark 2.10. When R " Lrx 1 ,¨¨¨, x n s is a polynomial ring over a field L with rL : L p s ă 8, the ideal pf q r1{p e s may be described as follows: If B e is any free basis for R over the subring R 
We will use JpR, f q, and often simply Jpf q, to denote the set of all F -jumping numbers of f .
Remark 2.15 (F -pure threshold). As the test ideal corresponding to the parameter λ " 0 is trivial, Remark 2.13 (2) implies that τ pf λ q is trivial for small positive values of λ, and hence, the first positive F -jumping number of pR, f q may be described as sup λ ą 0 : τ pf λ q " R ( . We call this F -jumping number the F -pure threshold of pR, f q, and denote it by fptpR, f q.
Theorem 2.16. [BMS09, Theorem 1.1] The F -jumping numbers of f are discrete and rational: for every bounded interval I Ď R ě0 , we have that Jpf q X I is a finite subset of Q.
Remark 2.17. By definition, given any bounded interval I of R ě0 , the map λ Þ Ñ τ pf λ q induces a bijection between Jpf q X I and τ pf λ q : λ P I ( . Lemma 2.18. For every e P N`, the function λ Þ Ñ p e λ´tp e λu maps Jpf q to Jpf q X r0, 1q.
Proof. As this fact is well-known (see, e.g., [BMS08, Proposition 3.4]), we will only provide a sketch of the proof: Given λ P Jpf q, one may show that τ pf p e λ q Ď τ pf λ q rp e s , while τ pf p e λ´ε q Ę τ pf λ q rp e s for every 0 ă ε ă p e λ, which shows p e λ P Jpf q. Finally, Remark 2.13 (3) then shows that p e λ´tp e λu P Jpf q, as well.
Proposition 2.19. [BMS08, Proposition 2.13] The formation of the test ideal commutes with localization. In particular, if m is a prime ideal of R, then τ pR , f λ q¨R m " τ pR m , f λ q.
F -thresholds.
In this subsection, we discuss some basic properties of F -thresholds. (2) If λ P R ě0 , then f P a τ pf λ q, and c τ pf λ q pf q ď λ. Furthermore, the F -jumping numbers of f coincide with the F -thresholds of f . More precisely,
Remark 2.22 (The F -pure threshold realized as an F -threshold). In the case that pR, mq is local, the description of fptpf q given in Remark 2.15 becomes fptpf q " sup λ ą 0 : τ pf λ q Ď m ( , and it follows (e.g., from an argument based on Proposition 2.21) that fptpf q " c m pf q. 
Computations
In this section, we describe simple algorithms for computing test ideals and jumping numbers.
Remark 3.1 (Bounds for the number of F -jumping numbers). Fix a polynomial ring R over an F -finite field L, and a polynomial f P R. As described in Theorem 2.16, the number of F -jumping numbers of f contained in r0, 1q is always finite, and hence bounded above by an integer B. Such bounds will play a key role in our algorithms, and below, we recall some possible choices for B.
(1) If λ P r0, 1q, then τ pf λ q is generated by polynomials in rRs ďdegpf q (i.e., by polynomials of degree at most degpf q) [BMS08, Proposition 3.2]. Consequently, Remark 2.17 implies that
(2) If λ P r0, 1q, then Jacpf q Ď τ pf λ q [KLZ11, Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4]. If Jacpf q happens to be primary to the homogeneous maximal ideal of R, then Remark 2.17 shows that # JpR, f q X r0, 1q ď dim L R{ Jacpf q " length R R{ Jacpf q. Proposition 3.2 below, which may be thought of as a generalization of [BMS08, Proposition 3.8], forms the basis for Algorithms 3.6 and 3.7, and also plays a key role in the proof of Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 in Section 4. Proposition 3.2. If R is an F -finite regular ring, f P R any element, and # Jpf q X r0, 1q ď B, then Jpf q Ď A B :" tλ P Q`: there exists pa, bq P E p pλq with a`b ď Bu Y t0u .
Proof. If 0 ‰ λ P Jpf q and ǫ p pλq " pu, vq, then Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 2.18 show that tp e λ´tp e λu : 0 ď e ď u`v´1u is a subset of Jpf qXr0, 1q of cardinality u`v, so that u`v ď # Jpf qXr0, 1q ď B.
Stabilization of chains of test ideals.
In this subsection, we identify when two chains of test ideals (one increasing, the other decreasing) stabilize. 1{p e s " ď eě1 τ pf xλy e`p´e q, which equals τ pf xλy e`p´e q for e " 0.
Remark 3.4. By Remark 2.13 (1), the test ideals τ pf λ´ε q decrease as ε OE 0. Moreover, when considering the intersection of these nested ideals, by the same remark, we can replace the sequence λ´ε as ε OE 0 with any sequence converging to λ from below, so that Ş 0ăεăλ τ pf λ´ε q " Ş eě1 τ pf xλy e q. Theorem 2.16 implies that there are only finitely many different test ideals as the parameter varies within the interval r0, λq, and so this intersection is eventually stable; i.e., č 0ăεăλ τ pf λ´ε q " č eě1 τ pf xλy e q " τ pf xλy e q for e " 0.
In the following proposition, we find points at which the sequences of ideals in the union in Remark 3.3 and in the intersection on Remark 3.4 must stabilize.
Proposition 3.5. Fix any element f of an F -finite regular ring, and a positive integer B for which # Jpf q X r0, 1q ď B. Given λ P Q`and pu, vq P E p pλq, if s " u`vB, then pxλy s , λq Y`λ, xλy s`p´s ‰ contains no element of Jpf q. In particular, Ş 0ăεăλ τ pf λ´ε q " τ`f xλy s˘a nd τ pf λ q " τ´f xλy s`p´s¯.
Proof. If γ P Jpf q is contained in either of these intervals, then setting w " B in Corollary 2.9 implies that a`b ą B for every pa, bq P E p pγq, which directly contradicts Proposition 3.2. Regarding Ş 0ăεăλ τ pf λ´ε q: As pxλy s , λq contains no F -jumping numbers, τ pf γ q " τ pf xλy s q for every γ P pxλy s , λq, and it follows that
Regarding τ pf λ q: If p s λ P N, then λ " xλy s`p´s , and our assertion is trivial. If, instead, p s λ R N, the (non-empty) interval pλ, xλy s`p´s s contains no F -jumping numbers, and hence τ pf λ q " τ pf γ q for every γ in this interval; our assertion then follows by choosing γ " xλy s`p´s .
3.2. Algorithms. Throughout this subsection, we fix an element f of an F -finite polynomial ring, and for every B P N`, we let A B denote the set described in Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.5 immediately gives rise to the following simple algorithms.
Algorithm 3.6 (An algorithm for determining whether a candidate F -jumping number is in Jpf q).
Input: An integer bound B for # Jpf q X r0, 1q (e.g., as described in Remark 3.1), and a candidate F -jumping number λ P A B . Output: TRUE if λ P Jpf q, and FALSE otherwise. Process: Compute each of the following quantities:
(1) ǫ p pλq " pu, vq as described in Remark 2.4, and s :" u`vB.
(2) τ pf xλy s q and τ´f xλy s`p´s¯a s described in Remarks 2.10 and 2.12.
Return: TRUE if τ pf xλy s q ‰ τ pf xλy s`p´s q, and FALSE otherwise.
As described in Remark 2.13, the test ideals corresponding to parameters in r0, 1q completely determine the set of all test ideals. Thus, given an integer B as above, we may run Algorithm 3.6 to check whether every candidate F -jumping number in r0, 1q, i.e., every element of the finite set A B Xr0, 1q, is an actual F -jumping number, and may thus completely determine Jpf q X r0, 1q. Below, we describe a slightly more efficient way to compute Jpf q X r0, 1q.
Algorithm 3.7 (An algorithm for computing all test ideals and F -jumping numbers in r0, 1q).
Input: An integer bound B for # Jpf q X r0, 1q (e.g., as described in Remark 3.1). Output: The set Jpf q X r0, 1q, as well as the test ideals τ pf λ q : λ P r0, 1q ( . Process: Order the elements of the finite set A B X r0, 1q as 0 " λ 0 ă λ 1 ă . . . ă λ s , and for every 1 ď k ď s, compute the following quantities:
(1) ǫ p pλ k q " pu k , v k q as described in Remark 2.4, and s k " u k`vk B.
(2) τ pf λ k q " τ´f xλ k y s k`p´s k¯a s described in Remarks 2.10 and 2.12.
Return: Jpf q X r0, 1q " λ k : 1 ď k ď s and τ pf
Example 3.8. If f " x 4`y3`x2 y 2 P R " F 5 rx, ys, then length R R{ Jacpf q " 6, and using our algorithms, we find that the F -jumping numbers of f in p0, 1q are ; moreover, We point out that for large p or large bounds B, the algorithms given are not feasible. For more effective methods for computing F -pure thresholds in certain cases, we refer the reader to [Her15, Her14, HNBWZ16] . Additionally, we refer the reader to [ST14] for computations of test ideals in a more general (e.g., non-principal) setting.
Local m-adic constancy of F -pure thresholds and test ideals
In this section we prove our main results, Theorems 4.3 and 4.5.
Remark 4.1. If A B " tλ P Q`: D pa, bq P E p pλq with a`b ď Bu Y t0u is the set appearing in Proposition 3.2, then the difference between any two distinct elements of A B is greater than 1 p 2B , in absolute value: If α ą β are elements of A B , then there exist pa, bq P E p pαq and pu, vq P E p pβq with a`b and u`v less than or equal to B. It follows that p a pp b´1 qp u pp v´1 q is a common denominator for α and β, and as α´β ą 0, we have that
Lemma 4.2. Fix an F -finite polynomial ring R with homogeneous maximal ideal m, a polynomial f with a Jacpf q " m, and set S " R m . If ℓ " length R R{ Jacpf q, and h P m ℓ`3 , then (1) Jacpf q¨S " Jacpf`hq¨S, and (2) both # JpS, f q X r0, 1q and # JpS, f`hq X r0, 1q are bounded above by ℓ. (3) In particular, JpS, f q Y JpS, f`hq Ď A ℓ , the set described in Proposition 3.2.
Proof. By the definition of ℓ, we have that
, the polynomial h and all of its partial derivatives are contained in m ℓ`2 , and hence in m¨Jacpf q. It follows from this observation, the identity f " pf`hq´h, and the analogous identity relating partial derivatives, that Jacpf q " Jacpf q`m¨Jacpf q " Jacpf`hq`m¨Jacpf q.
The same is true after passing to the localization S, and it now follows from a well-known consequence 2 of Nakayama's lemma that Jacpf q¨S " Jacpf`hq¨S. For every λ P r0, 1q, Remark 3.1 (2) and Proposition 2.19 show that Jacpf q¨S Ď τ pR , f λ q¨S " τ pS , f λ q, and, similarly, that Jacpf q¨S " Jacpf`hq¨S Ď τ pR , pf`hq λ q¨S " τ pS , pf`hq λ q. These containments and Remark 2.17 imply that # JpS, f q X r0, 1q and # JpS, f`hq X r0, 1q are both bounded above by the length of S { Jacpf`hq¨S " S { Jacpf q¨S as an S module. Finally, the last assertion follows from setting B " ℓ in Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 4.3. Given an F -finite polynomial ring R with graded maximal ideal m, fix f P R such that a Jacpf q " m, and let S " R m . If ℓ " length R R{ Jacpf q and N " p 2ℓ dimpRq, then fptpS, f q " fptpS, f`hq for every h P m N .
Proof. Let n " mS denote the maximal ideal of S. As detailed in Remark 2.22, the F -pure thresholds in question may be described as the F -thresholds of f and f`h with respect to the ideal n, and setting e " 0 and g " f`h in Lemma 2.23 then shows that |fptpS, f q´fptpS, f`hq| ď dimpRq p 2ℓ dimpRq " 1 p 2ℓ . Finally, Lemma 4.2 (3) and Remark 4.1 (with B " ℓ) show that this is impossible unless these two F -jumping numbers are equal.
In the last result of this paper, Theorem 4.5, we will see that increasing the value of N in Theorem 4.3 allows one to arrive at a much stronger conclusion. In establishing this result, we will require the following lemma, which translates the issue of showing equality of test ideals to one of showing equality of various F -thresholds.
Lemma 4.4. If f and g are elements of an F -finite regular ring such that c τ pf λ q pf q " c τ pf λ q pgq, then τ pg λ q Ď τ pf λ q. In particular, if c τ pf λ q pf q " c τ pf λ q pgq and c τ pg λ q pf q " c τ pg λ q pgq, then τ pf λ q " τ pg λ q.
Proof. By Proposition 2.21 (2), c τ pf λ q pf q ď λ. This inequality accounts for the first inclusion in τ pg λ q Ď τ pg c τ pf λ q pf" τ pg c τ pf λ q pgĎ τ pf λ q, and the final containment follows from Proposition 2.21 (1). The last assertion then follows by interchanging f and g in the first.
Theorem 4.5. Given an F -finite polynomial ring R with graded maximal ideal m, fix f P R such that a Jacpf q " m, and let S " R m . If ℓ " length R R{ Jacpf q and N " p 2ℓ`1 pℓ`1q dimpRq, then τ pS , f λ q " τ pS , pf`hq λ q for every h P m N and 0 ď λ ă 1.
Proof. Fix λ P r0, 1q and h P m N . By Lemma 4.4, to show that a :" τ pS, f λ q equals b :" τ pS, pf`hq λ q, it suffices to show that (4.0.1) c a pf q " c a pf`hq and c b pf q " c b pf`hq.
Toward establishing (4.0.1), set e " P log p pℓ`1q T . It follows that p e ě ℓ`1, and, therefore, m rp e s Ď m p e Ď m ℓ`1 Ď Jacpf q. In light of this, Lemma 4.2 (1) implies that m rp e s¨S Ď Jacpf q¨S " Jacpf`hq¨S, and as λ P r0, 1q, Remark 3.1 (2) allows us to conclude that m rp e s¨S Ď Jacpf q¨S Ď τ pR , f λ q¨S " a and m rp e s¨S Ď Jacpf`hq¨S Ď τ pR , pf`hq λ q¨S " b.
Consequently, setting g " f`h in Lemma 2.23 implies that (4.0.2) |c a pf q´c a pf`hq|, |c b pf q´c b pf`hq| ď p e¨d impRq pℓ`1q¨dimpRq¨p 2ℓ`1 ď 1 p 2ℓ . On the other hand, Proposition 2.21 and Lemma 4.2 (3) imply that all of the F -thresholds under consideration are in JpS, f q Y JpS, f`hq Ď A ℓ , and setting B " ℓ in Remark 4.1 then shows that the two values on the left-hand side of (4.0.2) must be zero. We conclude that c a pf q " c a pf`hq and c b pf q " c b pf`hq, which establishes (4.0.1), and hence, allows us to conclude our proof.
